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Samantha Davis, Lead Art Teacher  
Coney Island Prep Charter HS Brooklyn, NY 
















Prioritizing Skills, Providing Choice
Scaffolding & Chunking
Investigating Needs
Investigate Students Understanding 
Specific Learning Disabilities 
Diagnostic Lesson
Concrete Objectives








Concept: Medium meets Concept
Technique: Watercolor Demo







“Leave it at the Door”
Clarity
Actionable & Modeled Behaviors
Classroom Systems Reflect SOM
Character









 Dr. Polsky’s 
Theory: Cottage Six 
(1962)
































Tier 1 & 2
Tier 1 & 2
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 1, 2 & 3
Tier 1, 2 & 3
HERE & NOW
Remember SOM













Is it a Norms Crisis?
Accountabilities
The Act of Art-Making 
is never 
an Incentive 
or an Accountability, 
it is our discipline, 
Not a privilege or punishment.   
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